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Essay by Danielle Fosler-Lussier, Ohio State University
I came to diplomatic history when the methods and knowledge base of my home discipline, musicology, were not quite
sufficient to answer the questions I needed to ask. I am still a musicologist. But my engagement with diplomatic history, and
with history more broadly, has been formative for my work. I believe, too, that musicology has insights to offer diplomatic
history as well.
After a wide-ranging undergraduate education in the arts and sciences at the University of Pennsylvania, including a
memorable course in women’s literary history with Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, I spent a year as a Deutscher Akademischer
Austauschdienst (DAAD) Scholar at the University of Hamburg. Reading widely in the German literature in musicology, I
encountered value judgments about music that were framed as truths, and I had the time and leisure to wonder about them.
Particularly strange, but seemingly everywhere, were accounts that pointed to listener-friendly music as unworthy of
intellectual attention and even morally hazardous. Béla Bartók, a composer whose music I loved, was praised for his
modernism, but had supposedly “made concessions” when he wrote music that pleased the listening public. 1 Eventually I
would find that these criticisms made little sense as critiques of the musical works themselves; one needed knowledge of a
broader political context to understand them. For the time being, I held them as unanswered questions.
Throughout that year, 1991-1992, I also spent a lot of time traveling by train through what had recently been East Germany,
talking with the people I met in youth hostels and listening to all sorts of music there. I had picked up German in college
because the Berlin Wall fell, and I was curious to know more. My conversations with other young people were fascinating
and sobering. They talked about the end of their world: they were sure that the capitalists were coming to pry up and sell the
cobblestones from their roads, and they felt certain that the state subsidies that supported a robust and distinctive program
of music education and performance were about to disappear. In retrospect, I see that my year abroad—with its vivid
conversations and strange academic experiences—set me up well for the career that followed.
So, I arrived in grad school preoccupied with questions about how people and institutions value music—but questions that
were not explicable on musical terms alone. It was a good time to join the disciplinary conversation. Musicology did not
undergo precisely the same “cultural turn” as history did, for histories and analysis of artworks and performances had been
the bread and butter of the field. We did see a parallel opening of the field to approaches from feminist studies, critical
theory, and the study of non-European musics and literatures, which seemed to demand approaches that included social
history. And we did have parallel debates about our disciplinary purpose. The struggle over whether music should best be
understood through close inspection of its artistic effects, or through broader humanistic analysis, was comparable in
intensity to the struggle over the “cultural turn” in history. Amid arguments over which approach was better, some aimed to
do both tasks, creating a scholarship that both accounted for the sound and style of music and understood the music within
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social histories and political contexts. (Scholarship indebted to social-history approaches was dubbed the “New Musicology”
by its detractors—but its characteristic methods were the traditional tools of musicology and history, including close reading
and archival research. This was not new.) 2
At the University of California, Berkeley, two faculty members in particular helped set my course; so did a fantastic cohort
of graduate students within and outside musicology. My doctoral advisor, Richard Taruskin, led several influential courses,
including a seminar on “Music and Nationalism.” The dangers of nationalism had long been recognized in the discipline of
history, but many writers about music were still framing nationalism as a positive creative resource for artists. Taruskin
trenchantly contrasted “yay” nationalism with “boo” nationalism to highlight the incoherence of such claims. 3 Our seminar
read broadly in political and social history as well as in music and worked toward ways of thinking about music and
nationalism, each of us wrestling with a different body of music from a different place.
Another mentor, Wye J. Allanbrook, came at the problem of music’s relation to context from a complementary angle. A
gifted analyst of music, she made plain the ways in which even instrumental music—with no words at all—conveyed social
meanings. 4 Allanbrook’s own field of study was the eighteenth-century Viennese classics, works by Mozart and Haydn and
their contemporaries: but her method of interpreting music was formative for a generation who wanted to understand a
broad range of musics. Allanbrook argued against analytical methods that pointed to “deep” formal structures—instead, she
noticed that the play of referential signifiers on the surface of the music created both meaning and enjoyment. Many of the
dissertations, books, and articles that came out of the generation mentored by Allanbrook and Taruskin reflected these
preoccupations, trying to account for music’s social and political effects without neglecting its artistic effects. 5
This grounding enabled me to return to those value judgments that had puzzled me. My first book, Music Divided: Bartók’s
Legacy in Cold War Europe, grew out of a dissertation that aimed to understand how the value judgments made about music
in the late 1940s and early 1950s were shaped by Cold War political pressures on both sides of the Iron Curtain. My
discoveries in Hungarian archives during the golden years when they were easiest (but not easy) to access were exciting, and
these experiences solidified my commitment to primary-source research. Comparative work in U.S. and German archives
then allowed me to show how artists and critics in each place reacted to others elsewhere, creating a sustained transnational
argument about how music should sound that was shaped by pressure from nation-states as well as by musicians’ professional
organizations. This work demonstrated that critics, composers, and listeners attributed political meanings to specific
For a recent account of music’s social roles that makes reference to the debates of the 1990s, see Eric Drott, “Music in the
Work of Social Reproduction,” Cultural Politics 15:2 (July 2019): 162-183.
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musical styles, and that these meanings remained linked to the styles even when the initial political impulse fell away. I
developed the dissertation in an interdisciplinary humanities space, the Doreen B. Townsend Center for the Humanities at
Berkeley, and I wrote the book while I was a postdoc at Princeton’s Society of Fellows in the Liberal Arts. Explaining
musicological work to humanists outside musicology and remaining in conversation with them was a formative experience
and remains a highly valued part of my work today.
During research for the first book in the National Archives in College Park, I came across a rich trove of State Department
documents that would eventually form the basis for my second book, Music in America’s Cold War Diplomacy (2015), and
its companion database. 6 Understanding music diplomacy requires taking seriously all the political and social factors around
that performance, like an embassy’s desire to make contact with a particular group of people; a local concert organizer’s
desire to attract a money-making act; the covert and overt aims of the State Department, the CIA, and other agencies; and
more. But it also requires attention to the specifics of music as an art form: the choice of what styles of music to send and the
connotations of those styles remained a key element. Participation in music is a shared experience, often memorable and
intense, that builds particular kinds of relationships: these relationships might feel reciprocal or unequal, and they might
bind people together or drive them apart depending on the nuances of interaction during rehearsal or performance.
The widespread belief that music stood apart from politics only enhanced music’s political utility; even so, music’s work is
not fully reducible to politics. My conclusions differed from those of Penny Von Eschen and Frances Stonor Saunders, who
had come before me, in part because I was working from a different disciplinary perspective. As a musicologist, I did not see
music as a surprising “cover” for political agents’ actions, as there had always been multiple layers of activity and meaning
around a given performance, many of them political. 7 It seemed worthwhile to understand the broad effects of using music
in diplomacy: not only political effects at the scale of nation-states’ interventions and propaganda, but also outcomes of
music diplomacy that shaped social, political, or artistic practices at individual, local and regional scales. Indeed, relying on
disciplinary knowledge about the particular kinds of human connection that music can build, Mark Katz, a musicologist at
the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, led the State Department’s recent hip-hop diplomacy initiative. 8
Over the past 20 years, transdisciplinary work exploring music and politics has become a larger part of music studies. The
Cold War and Music Study Group of the American Musicological Society (AMS), begun in the early 2000s with perhaps a
dozen members, has grown to 250 or so; and it has expanded its focus from an initial preoccupation with Europe and North
America to global studies in Cold War history. The AMS also now has a robust Global Music History Study Group, as does
the International Musicological Society (IMS): their recent meetings have described music’s role in colonialism and the ways
in which the mediation of music through print, radio, television, and film affected not only the artistic practices, but also
economic developments and social affiliations. 9 These conversations are also happening in the German Studies Association;
the Society for Ethnomusicology; and sometimes at SHAFR.
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A persistent thread throughout my working life has been exploration of how political and social forces are lived out by
individuals and communities. My most recent book, Music on the Move, came out of a course I developed to serve
International Studies majors and general-education students. Accessible to non-musicians, the book introduces concepts
related to migration and mediation, including diaspora, assimilation, modernization, propaganda, copyright, globalization,
and localization. 10 One could, of course, teach all these concepts without reference to music. Students do sign up for the
Page | 4
class because they love music, but music is more than just the hook that gets them in the door. Learning to listen to many
kinds of music and to understand the particulars of artists’ choices and practices gives them a kind of humanistic knowledge
that helps them connect empathetically to experiences like migration or intercultural encounter. When students learn about
artists who create stylistically mixed musics to express complex immigrant identities or who adopt music from elsewhere to
make a political point, they learn to assess human situations they will meet in their own lives, where people engage in
meaning-making using many kinds of tools, including the arts. Artistic expression and artists’ stories help us grasp the ways
in which large-scale events are manifest in individual experiences and in community decisions. 11
When Thomas Alan Schwartz argued in 2007 that the cultural turn was a “detour,” he noted that what attracted him to
diplomatic history was “explicit engagement with such profound political and moral questions as war and peace, and what it
is that the United States should seek to represent, strive for, and accomplish in the world.” 12 As I have shown in Music on the
Move, those questions about ethics, representation, and achievement turn up all the time in the arts. The study of music as
performance and as politics resonates not only with histories of ephemera and everyday life, but also with some kinds of
intellectual and literary history, where ideas, sensibilities, or particular ways of being in the world are understood to matter.
From where I stand, it is not the case that power and statecraft form the fundamental story, and that music decorates the
surface of that story. I might recall here Allanbrook’s thinking: the surface is where the action happens, and it is where the
meaning is made. Music, too, is the stuff of history.
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